
ETHICS
Ethics guidelines for yoga teachers and good humans in general.



A note about this section: 

These are concepts that might seem pretty obvious yet we think there are some important issues to address.  
This is also a discussion we believe is important to keep alive in our community as teachers.  

To be a teacher is to take up a mantle of trust - always remember that!                                                       



• As a Yoga teacher, in any style, I’m aware that I’m just one a part of another 
person’s journey.  I may have my own idea of where I want to take this student/
class but I’m humble enough to know that I don’t know how they individually 
need to take my suggested journey, or how fast they will progress. 

• Being a teacher in any style is an assignment of trust. I honor that trust and will 
act accordingly. I agree to create a safe space for my students. 



BEING PROFESSIONAL MEANS TO:

• Be aware of my personal strengths and know my limitations when I teach or am in 
conversation with my students. 

• Be humble enough to allow for the validity of other experiences, patterns, stubborn 
truths and limitations in your students. Insist on a respectful environment for all - 
both from you and from the students.

• Understand you may not get a total understanding or transformation from every 
student in every class. Refrain from overly pushing a student if they resist you. 



• Be clear on your personal experience, your certifications and your schools. 
Who certified you - be transparent in general and in your marketing. 

• Aim to lift and empower the students in your energy and language, so they 
can achieve more than they ever expected both on and off the mat--even 
if they can't attain this or that shape. 

• See all your students and include them all. Show interest in them. Learn 
their names from the day they walk in. This is when they are feeling most 
vulnerable. Inclusion is powerful! 

• Support and respect your students, no matter what their ability. Never 
demean or tell a student they are doing something “wrong”. Guide them to 
“optimize their movement”, or “be even safer/stronger”. “Try this instead”, 
“Here’s how to keep your knee healthier.” “I care about your wrists and 
here’s something that could help”.  We use empowering, supportive , 
always--and avoid diminishing perspectives and cues. 



• Continue to educate yourself about your craft (once a student always a 
student).

• Be dedicated and true to yourself so you can do the same for others.

• Show respect for our differences (Social/Religious). You are there to teach 
yoga, an inherently transformative process, not to agree with every opinion 
your student holds. That said, if you ever feel a student is negatively 
impacting the class or your ability to teach, you have every right to ban 
them from taking class with you. 

• Know that when you step into the teacher's seat, you are representing  
your own integrity, your teachers and your schools. Act accordingly. 



• Use your knowledge for the best of the student and respect the integrity of the 
student with your own integrity. 

• Act respectfully. No sexual jokes, touch in sexual areas or forcing a student to 
move past their stated boundaries. 

• Cue verbally, offer self-adjustment (where the student adjusts or massages 
themselves) and show adjustments with your own body whenever possible. 

• If you put your hands on a student, or plan to adjust them in a pose like 
savasana, ask in advance if it's OK, let them know what kind of touch/where you 
want to offer, and give them an option in final rest to turn palms up or down if 
they prefer not to be touched. Avoid pushing or pulling a student deeper into any 
pose. 

• Always approach touch with a clear and neutral intention to help them heal, not 
a sensual touch, and not an aggressive one.



• Be honest and clear in all your communications with your students.

• Cater to your students’ needs and always offer modifications. If a student is 
way out of their league in your class, and is risking injury or requiring too 
much of your attention, it's OK to suggest a different class/teacher for them. 

• Always encourage the student to listen to their body, back off, slow down or 
rest out if it gets too intense. Make these choices as empowering and 
completely valid as going further. “Back off to go deeper”, “Rest to respect 
your progress,” “Rest when you need”, “Chip away!” ~all great ways to 
express this. 

• Encourage them to listen to their bodies, and to be aware of the breath as 
an inner teacher at all times.  



• As a teacher you will get questions about the body and injuries. Remember we are 
not doctors - unless we are both doctors and Yoga teachers.

• We can give advice based on our experiences and expertise with yoga, but need to 
be careful with diagnoses. This includes medicines, natural supplements, and "life 
coaching" students with depression, anxiety, etc. 

• You are at risk for legal action should you step outside the role for which you are 
qualified. 

• As a teacher people will confide in you and tell you personal things. Remember that 
you are not a psychologist or psychiatrist (unless you are), and kindly encourage 
them to seek professional help from their therapist, and to come to you for the 
yoga.

INJURIES & PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ILLNESS: 



THANK YOU! 

• Now go out there and be 
the change you wish to see 
in the world! 


